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Post-chequers:

Hume 's View

I saw Hume at his hone in Derry in the evening of 28th December at his
request.

- I

-[

Hurne does not believe that major progress is likely in the short term

I
I

on a canprehensive pa.ckage.

I

He said that his Party had developed a strategy for the rronths ahead
to deal with the possibility that there might be no successful outcame
fran the next Surrmit er the possibility that there might not be a
further Surrmit in the short term.

In either case the SDLP would call

on theSouth to establish an "Irish dimension

nON."

This would mean

establishing under the aegis of the Forum a professional mechanism for
carrying our two activi ties:
rronitoring nationalists' "ccmplaints" against the authorities and
bringing th611 to

international attention;

- rronitoring and promoting North-South cooperation in the various sectors
identif ied by the Forum

~gricul tural,

tourism, transport etc.).

He said Mallm had in his possession a paper setting out this approach.
added that he was surprised that Mallon
week.
(Note:

He agreed that we could ask Mallon

He

had not given it to us in the past
for it on the basis of his suggestion

Mr. O'Ceallaigh will do this in the caning days).

On a rrore positive vein, Hune said he would wish our Ministers to consider

•
•
two proposals which might be put to the British, both of which he

considered "feasible".
First the early armouncement of an intention to introduce legislation to
provide for the alternative vote system for single seat constituencies
in Northern Ireland for Westminster elections.

This would mean up to

seven seats for Northern Ireland nationalists of which the SDLP would get
five or six.

This would have several advantages for the SDLP.

(a) It

would imrediately rarove pressure for "unity" candidates (which he would

I

continue to oppose no matter what the circumstances) and this could have

J
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.

importance in the forthcoming local elections; (b) it would create
a narked improvement in Party rrorale; (c) it was already his awn experience
that having a seat at Westminster and a staff in his awn constituency
created a very solid base, in tenns both of constituency service and of
publicity, for political activity . .
Second, Hume suggested that there should be established a series of
Carmissions within the AIIC to rronitor and report North-South cooperation
in the econanic sectors explored by the Fonnn and based on the findings
of the Fonnn.
Hume then turned to the debate on devolution inside his awn Party.
said that SDLP feeling was very much against the Assembly.

He

He said there

was deep distrust of the Unionists - McGraddie was oampleting a dossier
of continuing Unionist abuses in local government.

(Note:

Mr. 0 Ceallaigh

will be in touch with McGraddie about this in the caning days; the Department
circulated its awn survey of these abuses shortly before the Summit).
could you entrust p:1Wer to these people?

How

How could you even share pcMer with than?

Hume continued that he was now convinced that the British were attempting
to devise a scheme for devolution which would be neither pcMer-sharing nor
majority rule and which he could not "sell" to his supporters.
He had told his Party that "the name of the game now" on devolution was "don 't
be wrong-footed".

In other words the SDLP would not refuse to talk to the

Unionists.
He detected the danger that the Unionists, particularly the Official Unionists,
might now seem unusually "reasonable" in their approach and that the SDLP
must not be seen to be "unrectsonable".

So far as his party were concerned

their approach in talks would be (as he had told the Taoiseach in Strasbourg there is no note of that exchange) that nothing would be excluded fron the
agenda.

For the SDLP that meant that they would talk on the basis of the

Fonnn Report which is and rEm3.ins their policy.

.
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Clearly Hume expects, even perhaps hopes, that the Unionists will reject
the SDLP approach out of hand.
My overall irrpression was that Hume has rrore or less decided to postpone

for the foreseeable future - perhaps for Thatcher's administration (he
seems to think she may be toppled fran within, within a year - I said
I thought not) - any attanpt at a major initiative and is rroreover opposed
to any form of devolution.
questionable approach.

This seems to me to be a dangerous and

It may reflect a degree of post-chequers "blues".

I did not disclose my opinion to him.
P.S.

I had a phonecall at home last night fran Hurne who spoke in Irish.

He said he had had a message fran Thatcher ("la na scolb") inviting him
to a private talk in No. 10 on 16 January.

He added that he continued

(in contradiction with what he had said two nights earlier) to hope for
progress on the larger package.

No doubt the developnent can be seen

as encouraging fran a number of points of view.

M. J. Lillis
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